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In many commonsense contexts only incoherent and
conflicting information is available. In such contexts reasonable
conclusions must be derived from inconsistent sets of premises.
This is especially the case in legal reasoning: legal norms can be
issued by different authorities, in different times, to reach
incompatible socio-political objectives, and the meaning of those
norms can be semantically indeterminate.

Logic deduction alone is insufficient to derive justified
conclusions out of inconsistent kgal premises, since in the most
popular logical systems (such as classical or intuitionistic logic)
everything can be deducedfiom my contradiction. Nevertheless,
much research now underway shows that formal methods can be
developed for reasoning with conflicting information. The
possibility of obtaining justified conclusiomfiom an inconsistent
set of premises increases when am ordering is defined over that
set, since the ordering of the premises can be translated into an
ordering of the competing arguments. This fact is particularly
relevant for legal reasoning, since lawyers effectively solve
normative conjlicts by using ordering relations.

In the following pages, a model for reasoning with ordered
defaults, interpreted as unidirectional inference rules, is
proposed: a language for representing (possibly) contradictory
rules is introduced, a notion of argument is defined, and types of
arguments are distinguished. A simple interpreter in Prolog able
to develop those arguments is also illustrated. Finally, the
significance of the proposed model (and, more generally, of the
acceptance of inconsistency} for the formal analysis of legal
systems is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In legal contexts it is frequently necessary to reason from

prima facie incompatible premises. This is due to the following

maik reasons:

a. The defea.ribility of legal norms. As other cotnmonsense

rules, legal norms can be applied only by default, i.e., unless

there are prevailing reasons to the contrary. Defensibility in law

and morality has a specific motivation: each concrete situation

may express conflicting interests and values, and this fact is

reflected in the possibility of ascribing to a single concrete act a

plurality of possibly incompatible qualifications. For example, a

work contract establishing the accessory obligation to accomplish
certain political, religious, or sexual activities represents the

exercise of contractual autonomy, but also an attempt on ~rsonal

liberty; the killing of the assaulter is a homicide, but also the

defence of the life of the assaulted person; the act of a soldier

disobeying an order violates military discipline, but may protect
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fundamental constitutional values. In such cases we must

distinguish the differen~ and possibly incompatible, prima facie

evaluations of the concerned situation — each one separately

considering certain aspects of that situation — and the overall

judgement resulting from the comparison and balancing of all

those evaluations 1. The co-ordination of conflicting profiles of

legal relevance is often accomplished by establishing preference

relations, asserting that one norm prevails over the others,

generally or under specific circumstances. Those relations

qualify the prevailing norm as an exception, capable of blocking

the application of the weaker norms (the rules).

Techniques have been develo~d to consistently represent sets

of rules and exceptions (for example, by means of abnormality

predicates), but exceptions can be more naturally expressed as

statements contradicting the corresponding rules or denying their

applicability. This representation is adopted, for example, in

default logic (Reiter and Criscuolo [1981] 1987, 144 f), in

argumentationmodels basedon specificity (on prefe~ing &
most specific argument, cf. Poole 1985), in logic programs of

rules and exceptions (Kowalski and Sadri 1991), in abduction

(Poole 1988), and in some experience in computer science and

law, such as, in particular, the OBLOG project (Gordon 1987).

b. The dynamics of normative systems. Law provides

institutionalized procedures for the production of new legal

norms. Those norms can (and normrdly do, since law has to

adapt itself to changes in social and political situations) contradict

norms already in force. The relation between more recent and

older regulation is codified in the so called chronological

principle, establishing the predominance of more recent

regulations.

In dealing with dynamic normative systems a drastic solution

is possible: old norms we to be deleted (abrogated) from the legal

systems when conflicting with the new ones. Nevertheless, a
softer strategy is also available: inconsistent norms issued

through time can be preserved in the legal system, under the

1 This aspect is well conceptualised by W.D. Ross ( 193Q 1939), who

introduces the nrrtion of prima facie duty “I suggest ‘prima facie duty’ or

‘conditional duty’ as a brief way Qf refcrnng to tk GharactcristiG (quite

distinct from that of king a proper duty) which an aet has, in virtue of being

of a certain kind (e.g. the keeping of a promise), of being an aet that would

be a duty proper if it were not at the same time of another kind which is

rrroraHy significant” (W,D. Ross 1930, 19). According to this author “Moral

intuitions are nut principles by the immediate application of which our duty

in particular circumstances can be deduced. They state [... ] prima facie
obligations. [.,. ] We are not obliged to do that which is only prima facie
obligatory. We are onty bound to do that act whose prima facie

obligatorincss in those resprxts in which it is prima facie obligatory most

outweighs its prima facie disobligatoriness in those aspects in which it is

prima facie disobligatory” (W.D. Ross 1939, 84-85). In recent legal theory

the primafacie character of legal quatiticatiorss has been vwongly presented as

deriving from the application of specific categories of norms (as the

‘“principles” of Dworkin 1977). It concerns, instead, every legal and moral

prescription.
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condition that precedence is given to the most recent ones. This

last solution is normally to be preferred when the conditions for

the application of the old rules are not fully subsumable into the

conditions for the application of the new ones: these last norms

can then be considered as exceptions.

The concurrence of multiple legal sources. In modern

leg~l systems, democracy and pluralism on the one hand and the

need for administrative regulation on the other, require that

normative powers are distributed over a number of bodies and

authorities. The authorities holding these powers may issue

contradictory prescriptions. Those conflicts are normally solved

according to the hierarchical criterion, which affirms the

predominance of the prescriptions issued by higher authorities

(rectius, the prescriptions issued in the exercise of higlher

normative competence).

Also in source conflicts a drastic solution is available:

inhibiting the entrance into the normative systems to norms

coming from inferior authorities or eliminating those norms,

when they are incompatible with higher sources. Again, in most

cases a different strategy seems preferable: preserving all

conflicting prescriptions and giving the precedence to thase

stemming from higher sources.

d. Semantic indeterminacy. Legal language often leaves a

space of semantic indeterminacy. Some legal theorists postulate

that in those contexts there is always just one right interpretation

and only this interpretation is to be included in the legal system.

This notion of legal system (the legal system as the set of lthe

“right” interpretations) is of very little use for modelling legal

reasoning and representing legal knowledge, since it simply

assumes the result of legal reasoning, without considering the

interpretative choices in the normative contexts and reasoning

patterns in which they take place.

Also in dealing with alternative interpretations another

solution is possible: preserving all possible interpretations in the

legal system and giving the precedence the most reliable ones,

according to the preferences (grades of plausibility) attributed by

the interpreter.

To deal with all factors of inconsistency just considered —

i.e., to derive reasonable consequences out of a legal systcm

including rules and exception, conflicting norms issued in

subsequent times, prescriptions of different authorities, and

alternative interpretations — we neai inference procedures taking

into account an ordering relation. This ordering can be built by

assuming that higher legal sources are preferred to lower ones

(hierarchical criterion), that subsequent norms are preferred to

preceding ones (chronological criterion), that exceptions are

preferred to rules (speciality criterion), that more plausible

interpretations are preferred to less plausible ones (hermeneutic

criterion)3.

Two main approaches to deal with inconsistent ordered sets of

premises can be distinguished:

i. Assumption-based approach. This approach tries to

identi& best or preferred subsets of the set of premises unc[er

consideration, i.e., to identify one (or some) consistent subsetl[s)

of assumptions allowing all justified consequences being

derived. Here the accent is on the whole of the knowledge base,
and a “definitive” maximal selection is pursued, from which

every justified conclusion can be logically deduced (although a

2 Cf., ~ong the otiers, AIexy (198 la, 190 f), who distinguish= thee
types of semantic indeterminacy, ambiguity, vagueness, and evaluative
opemess.

3 ~ th,xc criteria ~d their harmonisation, cf. Sartor ( 1992a).

recomputation of that selection maybe necessary after chartges in

the knowledge base).

ii. Argument-based approach. This approach, instead,

looks for preferred arguments, i.e., arguments leading to

justified consequences. Here the accent goes on single

inferences, to wit on minimal sets of premises implying the

desired conclusion. The argument construction is to be

performed each time a wnsequence is derived.

In the first approach we can mention the proposals of

Alchourr6n and Makinson (1981), Alchourr6n (1986), and

Brewka (1991a, 1991 b), whose application to legal contexts is

wnsidered in Sartor (1992a).

In the argument based approach, we can recall Simari and

Loui (1992), who use specificity as the ordering criterion

(according to Poole 1985), and Prakken (1992), who also

considers explicit orderings. These authors, like default logic (cf.

Reiter [1980] 1987), refuse contrapositive inferences: defensible

statements are considered unidirectional inference rules. Prakken

(1992) translates the rejection of contra~sitive inferences into a

technique for comparing arguments of explicitly ordered

premises: when confronting arguments leading to contradictory

inclusions p and ~p, only the rules at the top of the inference

chains for p and Yp must be considered.

In fac~ the reasons that in some commonsense wntexts block

wntrapositive inferences also prevent us flom questioning a rule

just because it causes an inconsistency indirectly (by realising a

condition for other rules being applied). For example, let us

consider the arguments Al = {w& q; q + p; p) for w and A2=

{-w + s;s + u, u] for~w. Only the rules w + q and-w +

s should be wmprwed since interm&liate rules me not responsible

for the conflict: their conseauents are consistent with the.
competing argument and can be contradicted only by reasoning

wntrapositively (for deriving ~q, and putting into question q +

p we need to reason contrapositively from w + q and 7w).

In the following pages we will develop a model for reasoning

with inconsistent ordered premises in a logic programming

framework, model that is both argument-based and inspired by

the rejection of wntrapositive inferences: we will consider how

to build and wmpare arguments, to derive plausible and justifkd

conclusions. This model is especially inspired to Prakken

(1991a, 1991b, 1992), but is characterised by the following

features:

— Thanks to a limitation of the language (corresponding to

logic programming approaches) a simple and effective notion of

argument is obtained and translated into inferential procedures

(par. 2 and 3) implemented into an interpreter in Prolog (par. 5).

— The language can express exceptions concerning specific

rules (par. 4).

— Arguments concerning preference relations between norms

can be imbedded into the reasoning in which the legal

qualification established by those norms are derived (par. 7.2).

2. THE LANGUAGE

We use simple rules of the form

tl:~+plA...Apn

where n is the rule name, and each pi is a literal. A literal is a

formula q or= q, where q is an atom, and -I is interpreted as

classical negation. Note that negative literals can occur in both

the consequent (head) and the antecedent (body) of those rules.



We also admit degenerate rules with an empty body, that we

shall c~facts. A rule name n is a label of the form

r(xl, . . . . Xrl ),

where r is a new function symbol, and XI, . . . . Xn are the

free variables in the rule. By substituting Xl, . . . . Xn with
appropriate terms t 1, . . . . tn we obtain names r(t1,....tn)for

all instances of the rules. We write nz ~ nl to mean that the

rule n2 is preferred to the rule nl. The ~ relation is transitive

and antisymmetric (a strict partial order).

Let us consider a simple example concerning the protection of

privacy

rl(X): permitted@rblishing(X)) +
of~ubhc_interest(X);

r2(X): vpermitted(publishing(X)) +
private_information(X);

fl: of_public_interest(mary ’s_photo);
f2: private_information(mary ’s_photo).

Let us fust assume that the ordering ~ is empty. In such a

situation we have two competing ruguments:

Al={ rl(mary’s_photo):

permitted(publishing(mary’s~hoto)) +
of_public_interest(mruy’ s_photo);

fl: of_public_interest(mary ’s_photo)}

for permitted(publishing(ma& s_photo)), and

Az={ r2(mary’s_photo):

-pemitted(publishing( m~’ s~hoto)).+
pnvate_inforrnation(mwy ‘s_photo);

f2: pnvate_information(mmy ’s_photo) )

for ~pertnitted(publishing(mary’s_photo)).

Using rule names we can represent those arguments simply as
A 1 = {rl(mary’s_photo); fl ], and A2 = {r2(tnary’s_PhOh);
fz}.

Neither argument is binding (justifying) since there is no

preference relation between the adversaty rules rl and r2. In

such a situation we can draw only plausible, or uncertain,

conclusions: both the permission and the prohibition of

publishing the photo are merely plausible consequences of the

premises set.

Let us extend the order, making privacy more important than

liberty of communication, i.e., let us add the relation r2(X) ~

rl(X). Then, according to intuition, ~ permitted(publishing(

MW ‘S_phOto))becomes the justified consequence. b fac~

— r2 prevails over the adversary rule rl, and therefore the

argument A2 for ~permitted(publishing( mary ’s_photo),

consequent of r2(mary’s_photo) defeats the argument A 1 for

permitted(publishing( mary ’s_photo)), consequent of
rl(mary’s~hoto);

— no direct counterargument can be raised against the
remaining part of A2, i.e., against {fz].

3. NOTIONS OF INFERENCE

Let us try to build a formal framework to model the type of

defensible reasoning exemplified above (cf. Sartor 1992b). We

distinguish different notions of consequence of an inconsistent

set H of ground rules (we consider each open rule as the set of

its ground instances, i.e., its instances not containing variables):

— Logical consequence. Since El is inconsistent, every

statement is a logical consequence of H.

— Grounded consequence. We say that p a grounded

consequence of II iff p is derivable from a consistent subset of

II, using the rules in H as unidirectional inference rulesA. Not

every logical consequence is also a grounded consequence

(consequences derivable only by the falsum inference rule are

surely not).

— Plausible consequence. We say that p is a plausible (or

undefeated) consequence of H if an argument in favour of p is

not worse than any argument to the contrary.
— Justified consequence. We say that p is a justified

consequence of H, if an argument in favour of p is better than

every argument to the contrary.

To formalise the notions just introduced we need to specify

the concepts of argument and counterargumen$ and distinguish

types of arguments.

a. Argument and counterargument. As we have said above

our rules are unidirectional inference rules, which do not admit

contrapositive inferences. The set of the statements derivable

from a rule set Z — i.e., the extension of Z, denoted as E(Z) —

can therefore be obtained by applying re~atedly the rules in X to

the result of the previous application of those rules (starting from

the empty set), until no new consequence can be obtained in this

way (a fix pint has been reached). So we can rdso say that E(E)

is the minimum set H such that for every (ground) rule n: p(I +

Pl! . . ..pnin Z.ifpl, . . . . pn are in H, then also po is in H (cf.

Gelfond and Lifschitz 1990).

We say that A is an argument for p in II iff A is minimal

among the consistent subsets r of II such that p = E(r).

Therefore, an argument A for p is a consistent minimal set of

(ground) rules allowing p to be derived. For any q G E(A), A

includes a subargument for q, i.e., an A I G A such that A I is an

wgurnent for q. The consistency requirement for arguments can

be translated into the demartd that no argument contains (ground)

rules with complementary heads. In fact, if an argument

contained two rules with contradictory heads, it would be either

inconsistent (if the antecedents of both rules were satisfied) or

non minimal (if one rule were not satisfied). An argument B for

q is a counterargument to an argument A iff A includes a
subargument A I for ~ (where ~ denotes the complement of q).

A counterargument puts into question the corresponding

arguments, since it culminates in the negation of a statement

whose derivation is necessary to reach the conclusion of the

argument.

b. Defeated argument. We say that an argument A is

defeated iff a subargument Ai G A is directly defeated. An

argument Ai for q is directly defeated iff there exists an argument

B for ij such tha~

i. ~ inchrdes a rule 12: ~+ W1 A . . . A Wn such that r2

> rl, where rl: q +- s is the rule for q in Ai (being an

4 @ ~IeS &~ve in tfris regard as to the already mentioned inference

roles of default logic. They can be also understood as a forrualisation of the

warrants of Toutmin ( 1969, 97 ff).
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argument,Ai must be minimal, and therefore cart contain only

one of such rules).

ii. All strict subarguments of B (all arguments Bi such

that Bi c B) are justifying, i.e., B includes justifying arguments

forwl, . . . . Wn.

When any subargument A i of an argument A is directly

defeated A is invalidated it can be discarded since it cannot lead

to new plausible or justified conclusions. In such a case we also

say that B is a defeating counterargumeru to A.

c. Plausible argument. We say that an argument A for p
is plausible (or undefeated) iff A has no defeating

counterargument B. We can equivalently say that an argument A

is plausible ifE

i. A forp is not directly defeated;

ii. A includes plausible arguments for SI, . . . . Sn,

where rl:p+sl A... A Sn is the rule forp in A.

A plausible argument is therefore an argument that is not

defeated: no inference step necessary to reach the conclusion of

the argument clashes against a prevailing counterargument. Thk

does not mean that the argument is able to justify its conclusion

it may have a counterargument not inferior to it. In this last case

the argument would be merely plausible.

d. Justifying argument. We say that an argument A for p is

justifying iff A has no plausible counterargument B. We can

equivalently say that art argument A is plausible iff

i. There is no plausible argument for ~ ;

ii. A includes justifying arguments for S1, . . . . ~n,

where rp+sl A... A Sn is the rule for p in A.

A justifying argument is therefore an argument that is not

questioned by any valid (undefeated) objection.

The notions of argument just introduced allow us to specify

different types of consequence

— Grounded consequence: p is a Founded consequence of

IT iff there is an argument A G II forp.

— Plausible consequence: p is a plausible consequence of

17 iff there is a plausible argument A G H forp.

— Justified consequence: p is a justified consequence of II

iff there is a justifying argument A ~ II forp.

We also say that p is a merely grounded consequence if p is

grounded but not plausible, and that p is a merely plausible

consequence, iff p is plausible and not justified.

Let us now apply the reasoning patterns just sketched to our

privacy example. Let us fust consider the premises set

lTl={rl(X): permitted(publishing(X)) + of_public_interest(X);

r2(X): 7permitted(pubiishing(X)) +
pnvate_information(X);

fl: of_public_interest(mary ’s~hoto) ]

with an empty ~ relation. Ill includes a justifying argument

for permitted(publishing(X)) to wit AI = {rl(mary’s_photo);

fl}, and no argument for _ permitted(publi shing(

mary ’s_photo)). Let us add the fact f2 :

private_information(maty ’s_photo) to fIl, so to obtain the rule

set 112 = { rl(mary’s_photo); r2(mary’s_photo); fl; f2 ].

In lT2, A I is no longer justifying, since it has the plausible

counterargument A2 = ( r2(mary’s_photo); fz ] for ~permitted(

publishing(mary ’s_photo)) ). Both A 1 and A2 are plausible nun

justifying arguments, so that both permitted(

publishing(mary ’s_photo)) and ~ permitted(publishing(

mq’s_photo)) are merely plausible consequences.

Let us now extend the ~ relation with r2(X) ~ rl(X). Not

surprisingly, we obtain the result that A2 becomes justifying —

and its conclusion ~ permitted(publishing( mary’ s_photo)),

justified — while A 1 becomes merely grounded (grounded and

not plausible). In fact, A 1 (the only counterargument to A2) is

directly defeated by A2 and therefore loses its plausibility, so that

A2 becomes able to justify its conclusion.

4. APPLICABILITY PREDICATES AND CROSS
REFERENCES

In many common sense contexts it is useful to express rules

asserting that other rules are — or are not — applicable given

certain conditions. This is especially relevant when we want to

express “selective exceptions”, i.e., exceptions not intended to

exclude the derivation of a certain predicate, but only meant to

prevent the use of certain rules. Selective exceptions are

especially useful for formulating second level exceptions, stating

that determinate exceptions are not applicable under certain

conditions. For example, in Italian law a contract is invalid if

stipulated by a person under age (first level exception), but this

provision is inapplicable if the under age person lied about his

age (second level exceptions). The second level exception cannot

be interpreted as the assertion that every contract stipulated by

somebody falsely affirming to be in full age is ipso facto valid:

there are many causes of contract invalidity — e.g., having been

forced to stipulate the contract, the absence of the prescribed

form, etc. — for which a lie on age is totally irrelevant.

Selective exceptions do not necessary need a metalanguage:

they can be formulated in an object level language including rule

names (cf. Brewka 1986; Poole 1987). It is sufficient to translate

every rule of the form

r(xl, .... Xn): p + q

intothepak

?’(X1,....Xn): p + q A applicable(r(Xl, . . . . Xn));
r(xl, . . . . Xn): applicable(r(Xl, . . . . Xn))

where the fact applicable(r(Xl, . . . . Xn)) asserts that all
instances of the rule r(Xl, . . . . Xn) are applicable, and the

derivation of the consequent of the original rule is conditioned to

the applicability of that rule. From now on, we will assume that

each rule has been translated into this form, and interpret original

rules (and their names) as abbreviations for their translation.

Applicability predicates constitute a powerful and flexible

linguistic feature. For example, we can have the following

representation of the legal context just considered

rl(X): valid(X)+ contract(X);

r2(Y, X): 7 valid(X)+ under_age_for(Y, X);

r3(Y, X) ~ app1icable(r2(Y, X))+ declared_full_age(Y}

fl: contract(salel);
f~ under_age_for(mark, salel);
f% declared_fnll_age(mark).

Let us assume the priority relations r3 ~ rz ~ rl. The set of

rules above is to be translated into the following:

rl(X): valid(X)+ contract(x) A applicable(rl(X));
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rl(X): applicable(rl(X));

r2(Y, X): 1 valid(X) + under_age_for(Y, X) A

applicable(r2(Y, X));
r2(Y, X] applicable(r2(Y, X));

r3(Y, X): = applicable(r2(Y, X)) + declared_full_age(Y) A

applicable(r3(Y, X));
r3(Y, X> appIicable(r3(Y, X));

fl: Contract(salel) + applicable;
fl: applicable;

f2: under_age_for(mark, salel) + applicable;

f2: applicable;

f3: declared_full_age(mwk) + applicable;

f3: applicable.

In this extended set we have a justifying argument for
valid(salel):

Al={ rl(salel} vrdid(salel) + Contract(srdel) A

applicable(rl(salel ));
rl(salel): applicable (rl(salel));

fl: Contract(salel) + applicable;

fl: applicable (fl) }.

There is a cotmterargument to Al:

A2={r2(mark, salel): = valid(salel) +

under_age_for(mw~ salel ) A

applicable(r2(mar~ salel));
r2(mark, salel): applicable(r2(mark, salel));

f2: under_age_for(mark, srdel) +- applicable;

fz: applicable}.

AZ could block A I since r2 ~ rl. Nevertheless this is not

the case, since A2 is not plausible, being defeated by the

argument

A3={r3(mar~ salel): _applicable(r2( mar~ salel)) +-

declared_full_age(mark) A

applicable(r3(mark, salel));
r3(mark, sale l): applicable(r3(mwk, salel));

f~ declmd_full_age(mark) + applicable;
f3: applicable}.

A3 directly defeats the subargument {r2(mark, salel ):

applicable(r2(mar~ salel)) } of AZ.

5. A SIMPLE INTERPRETER IN PROLOG

Let us now develop an interpreter for our language. The

rules are represented by unit clauses of the form:

n:po+pl A... Apm

where “:”, + and A are infix operators, the fust having the

lowest priority and being therefore the predicate symbol. Each
rule is translated into the corresponding pair

n:po+pl A... A pm A applicable(n);

n: applicable(n)

by the predicate rule(Name, TranslatedRule), defined by two

clauses, the first extending each rule with its applicability

condition, and the latter establishing that the rule is applicable.

rule(Name: Head+ Body A applicable(Name)):-

Name Head + Body.

rule(Name: applicable(Name) + true):- Name: _.

The * relation is represented by the predicate Name 1

prefemed_to Name2, defined in terms of the pre&cate Name~

stronger_than Name2:

X prefemed_to Y:- X stronger_than Y.
X preferred_to Y :- X stronger_than Z, Z preferred_to Y.

Let us now define the notion of grounded consequence. The

predicate grounded_consequence(Consequence, A 1, Az) states

that Consequence is a grounded consequence of the argument
A2, built by consistently extending the partial argument Al.

grounded_consequence(L, Al, A2) :-

rule(Namtz L + Body),
consistent(L, Al),
grounded_wnsequence( Body,

[Name L+ Body I AI], A2).

grounded_consequence(Ll A L2, AI, A3) :-
not var(L1),
grounded_consequence(Ll, Al, A2),
grounded_consequence(L2, A2, A3).

grounded_consequence(true, A, A).

Let us go to the notion of plausible consequence, i.e., of

undefeated grounded consequence. The predicate
plausible_consequence(L, A 1, Az) states that the literal L is a

plausible consequence of the argument A2, built by consistently

extending the partird argument A 1.

plausible_consequence(L, Al, A2) :-

rule(Name: L + Body),
consistent(L, Al),
not directly_defeated(Nae, L),
plausible_consequence(Body,

[Name L+ Body I Al], A2).

plausible_wnsequence(Ll A L2, AI, A3):-
not var(L1),
plausible_wnsequence(Ll, Al, A2),
plausible_wnsequence(L2, A2, A3).

plausible_wnsequence(true, A, A).

The predicate dkectly_defeated(Name2, L) states that any

argument deriving the consequence L with the rule Name 1 is

duectly defeated. This happens when the complement of L can
be derived by using a rule Name2 that is preferred to Nanel, and

the body of Name2 is a justii%d wnsequence

directly_defeated(Namel, L):-
wmplement(L, ComplL),

nrle(Name~ ComplL + Body),
Name2 preferred_to Namel,
justi!ied_wnsequence(Body,

[Name: L+- Body], A2).

Finally, let us define the notion of justified consequence.
The predicate justified_consequence(L, A 1, Az) states that the

literal L, is a justified wnsequence of the argument A2, built by

consistently extending the partial argument A 1.

justitied_consequence(L, Al, A2):-

rule(Name L + Body),
consistent(L, Al),
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complemental, ComplL),
not plausible_consequence(ComplL, [1,_),
justi13cd_consequence(Body,

[Name: L + Body I AI], A2).

justi&d_conscquence(Ll A L2, AI, A3b-

not(var(Ll)),
justified_wnsequence(Ll, AI, A2),

justified_consequence(L2, A2, A3).
justified_wnsequenc@trtse, A, A).

This simple interpreter is integrated with definitions for

auxiliary predicates, such as wmplement(L, Cmrspleme@Z),

which relates each literal L. to its complement ~, and

consistent(L, PartialArgument), which checks if a rule with

wnsequent L can be insistently added to PartialArgument. The

insistency check is performed by examining if PartialArgument

contains a rule with consequent ~ (if a rule for ~ is in

PartialArgument, the addition of the rule for L would violate

either consistency or minimality of the argument being

constructed). This consistency check is sufficient for grcmnd

rules, but more general solutions are available according to

established techniques. The interpreter is capable of determining

the grounded, plausible, and justified consequences of any set of

rules.

6. NONMONOTONIC AND ADVERSARIAL
REASONING

Nonmonotonic and adversarial reasoning are strictly related in

our model: by adding new premises to the available knowledge

base, not only new arguments become possible, but old

arguments are defeated or reinstated, so that the sets of justified

and plausible consequences do not grow monotonically. Let us

wnsider some rules and exceptions from Italian tort law:

fault_liability(X, F):

X is liable for the harmful fact F +
X accomplished culpably the fact F;

incapacity (X, F):

7(X is liable for the harmful fact F) +
X was incapable during the fact F;

incapacit y_excl(X, F):

~ applicable(incapacity(X, F)) +
X’s incapacity during the fact F was due to his faul~

over which the following ordering is established:

incapacity _excl(X, F) ~ incapacity (X, F) ~ fault.-lia-

bility(X, F).

Let us assume that Mary wants compensation from John,

saying that he crashed her fence with his car. She has been able

to prove the following facts:

fl: john accomplished culpably the harmful fact
fence_crash.

In the premises set Ill = { fault_ liability; incapacity;

incapacity_excl; fl }, the argument A I = {fault_liability(

john, fence_cras/s); fl } justitles the wnclusion that John is liable

for the destruction of the fence.

John can free himself by satisfying the condition uf an
exception, hence causing a contradiction with the rules

establishing liability. So, for example, if he proves that he was

incapable at the time of the accident, i.e., that

fz: john was incapable during the fact fence_crash,

we obtain the premises set 172 = {fault_ liability;

incapacity; incapacit y_excl; fl; fz}. In Hz, John’s liability

is excluded by the argument A2 = {incapacity ~ohn,

fence_cras/z); fz ] for +ohn is liable for the harmful fact

fence_ crash). A I is directly defeated by A 2, since

incapacity (X, F) ~ fault_liability(X, F), and the only
subargument of A2 ({ fz ]) is Justifying.

Mary can prove that John’s incapabdity derived from his fault

(for example, being caused by his drunkenness):

fs: john’s incapacity during the fact fence_crash was due to

his fault.

In the premises set lT3 = {fault_liability; incapacity;

incapacity -excl; fl; fz; fs}, the argument A3 =

{ incapacity_exclQohn, fence_crash); fs} for ~applicable(

incapacity tiohn, fence-crash)) invalidates A 2, by directly

defeating the subargument {incapacity (John, fersce_crash):
applicable(incapacity(john, fence_crash) ] of Az. Therefore, A 1

becomes reinstated, and John appears liable again (by a

justiijing argument).

Let us assume that the incapacity of John was not due to

drunkenness, but to alcoholism, so &lng a permanent state. In

such a case, it would be dubious whether he could be said to be

faulty for his incapacity, since although he caused his

alcoholism, once he became an alwholic, he wuld not stop being

an alwholist by an act of will. So we would have two wmpeting

rules

alcoholisml(X, F):

Xs incapacity during the fact F was due to his fault+

Xs incapacity during the fact F was due to alcoholism;
alcoholism2(X, F):

7(XS incapacity during the fact F was due to his fault) +
X’s incapacity during the fact F was due to alcoholism;

and fact fs would be substituted by the following:

fs~: john’s incapacity during the fact fence_crash was due to
alcoholism.

From the premises set IT4 = { fault_liability; incapacit y;

incapacity -.excl: alcoholism; alcoholism; fl; fz; fs’ }

we have no Justified conclusion about John’s responsibility.

Clearly, if we choose alcoholism (if the ~ relation is

extended with alcoholism 1 ~ alcoholism) we can derive

that John is liablq if we choose alcoholism (if the ~ relation

is extended with alcoholism ~ alcoholism) we can derive

that he is not liable.

In fact, 114 includes the merely plausible argument A 1 =

{ fault_liability(.lohn, fence_crash); fl } for John’s liability.

A I is undefeated, since it has the counterargument A2 =

{incapacit y(john, fence=crash); fz}, but AZ is not defeating,

being itself merely plauslble: it has the counterargument A4 =

{incapacity_excl~ohn, fence_crash); aIcoholisml(john,

fence_crash); fs’ ] for ~applicable( incapacity (john,

fence crash)). A4 also is merely plausible: it has the merely

plaus~ble counterargument A5 = {alcoholism2(john,

fence_crash), fs~ }, which is contradicted by the merely
plausible argument Asj = { alcoholism l(@m, ~ence_crask);

fs~}.

The possibility of distinguishing plausible and justified

arguments is very important in law: frequently legal sources are

susceptible to alternative interpretations and the choice among
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those interpretations may involve an evaluative (and subjective)

element. Therefore, every representation of a legal context by a

consistent set of premises represents a drastic simplification of a
wider decisional environment. Our model preserves the original

complexity of that environment, by distinguishing the

controversial (and therefore adversarial) aspects of the legal

problem domain, expressed by conflicting clauses, and the

evaluative choices, formulated by extending the ~ relation.

7. TWO EXTENSIONS OF THE PROPOSED
MODEL

The model here proposed can be extended to meet some

significant demands.

7.1. The formalisation of meaning postulates

Our approach is based on the rejection of contrapositive

inferences, a very intuitive choice for defensible rules.

Nevertheless this choice is inadequate for meaning postulates. To

clarify this point let us reconsider the following example.

rl(n X shall be put in prison + X killed somebody;

r2(X): Y (X shall punished) + X acted for self defence;
fl: peter killed somebody;
f2: peter acted for self defence.

Let us also assume the preference relation r2 ~ rl and add

an additionrd rule rs, more reliable than rz (rs ~ rz ), and

stating that being put in prison is a punishment:

r3(X): X shall be punished+ X shall be put in prison.

We would expect that Peter is not to lx put in prison, for the
following reasons: he acted for self &fence, rule r2 is preferred

to rule rl, and the two rules are incompatible in the framework

of the available knowledge, where prison turns out to be a

punishment. Instead, we derive the surprising consequence that

Peter shall be put in prison, but this does not constitute a
punishment. This conclusion derives from the fact that r3 has

been used as a default, to wit as a unidirectional inference
rule. Therefore rule r3 determines the rejection of rule r2

contradicting its consequent, rather than rule rl satisfying its

antecedent.

The meaning postulates should be used, instead, as additional

axioms for checking the compatibility between defaults. In other

words, when establishing the compatibility of a default rule

rl: p +- s with a partial argument A, the inconsistency check

should be applied to the set X = (p} u A u M where M contains

the relevant meaning postulates. Io a logic programming model,

the meaning postulates could be represented as constraints.

7.2. Modelling comparative evaluations (reasoning
about preference relations)

The model sketched above takes into account preference

relations, but is not able to reason about them. Preferences are

represented as categorical assertions: universal facts including

free vrwiables — those facts establishing that each instance of a
rule rl(Xl, . . . . Xn) is preferred to every instance of a

competing rule r2(Yl, . . . . Ym) —, or concrete facts, obtained

by substituting constants to the variables.

In many legal contexts, instead the precedence accorded to

certain rules is justified only in specific circumstances. This is

especially the case when there is a dynamic tension between

competing values or interests. Such contexts require that the

patterns of reasoning introduced above for deriving legal

consequences are also used for establishing preferences.

This aspect of legal reasoning can be represented in our model

by modifying the notion of defeat: a justifying argument must

establish that the top rule of the defeating counterargument is

stronger than the top rule of the defeated argument. This solution

can be implemented by a slight modification of our interpreter:

we give up transitivity of the preference relation (by deleting the

definition of the predicate preferred_to) and modify as follows
the defiition of the predicate directly_defeated (where Namel is

the top rule of the defeated argument and Name2 is the top rule of

the defeating counterargument):

directly_defeated(Namel, L):-
complement(L, ComplL),

rule(Nrrme2: ComplL * Body),
justified_consequence(Name2 stronger_than Namel,

[Name2: L + Body], Al),
justified_consequence(Body, Al, A2).

To illustrate this extension of our models, let us now

formalise a judgement of the German constitutional Court, the

“Lebach Urteil”, illustrated in Alexy (1980). This decision

concerned a television documentary about a grave crime, in

which the names of the participants to the crime were mentioned

and their photos shown. One of those participants (who had a

minor role in the fact) affirmed that this programme violated his

privacy and compromised the chances of his resocialisation, and

therefore violated his personality right (right to the free

development of the personality) protected by the German

Constitution.

The German constitutional Court, as Alexy observes,

develops his decision in three steps:

a. The Conrt admits that in the present case a comparative

evaluation is necessary since two conflicting constitutional

provisions are applicable: the right to privacy, excludlng the

publication of private information, and the right to

communication, granting the liberty of propagating information.

Moreover, it observes that none of these rights is to be

unconditionally preferred to the other: only the particular

circumstances of the single case allow a choice to be made.

b. It affirms that usually the interest to be informed by

television about crimes overcomes the grave aggression to

privacy regularly determined by transmissions concerning those

crimes. This predominance, nevertheless, is not to be recognised

for transmissions taking place when the fact is no more actual.

c. It concludes that, under this last circumstance (as in the

Lebach case), the representation of a documentary concerning a

criminal fact is not admissible if it can determine a new or
additional prejudice to the author of the foct.

Our approach allows a straightforward representation of the

argument of the Court:

5 In additlom WC need a co~ktint stating that the stronger_than relatiOn

is antisymmetric: it cannot be true Urat two rules R 1 and RZ are such that

both R 1 stronger_than R2 arrd R2 stronger_than R 1. If we do not have a

mechanism for reasoning with constraints, we csn establish that in general

any role stating that R 1 is stronger that R2 has a corresponding mle stating

that R2 is not stronger than R 1. Thk can be simply obtained by adding a

new clause to the deftition of ttrc predicate “ride”:

rrde(Name -IR2 stronger_tharr RI + Body A applicable(Name)) :-

Narrre RI stronger_tharr R2 + Body.



a. Incompatible prima facie qualifications. In the fust step

the Court observes that prima facie, two alternative conclusions

are derivable in the framework of the constitutional rules. We can

represent this normative context by the following rules:

rl(x): 1(X is permitted) + X violates privacy

r2(X): X is permitted+ X is a form of communication.

rs(x): X violates privacy +

X is the television @ansmission of a documentary about
a criminal fact indicating the authors of that fact

r@) X is a form of communication +

X is the television transmission of a documentary about
a criminal fact indicating the authors of that fact.

Rules rl and r2 express the constitutional evaluation of

privacy and communication; rule r3 and r4 specify (concretise)

the constitutional rules in relation to the facts of the case: the

transmission of a television documentary about a criminal fac~

which indicates the authors of this fact, constitutes both a

communication and a violation of privacy.

Let us add also the basic fact of the case

fl: lebach_transmission is the television ~ansmission of a

docttmentmy about a criminal fact indicating the authors
of that fact

Given this fac~ and no preference relation among the lrules,

we are able to derive, as the Court did, two merely plausible
conclusions: the transmission is permitted by the argument AI =

{rl(lebaclz~lrarrsmission);r3(lebach_transmission); fl}, while it

is not perrmtted by the argument A2 = { r2(lebach_transmission}

r4(lebach_transmission); fl ).

b. First comparative evaluation. The instances of rule r2

(protecting the liberty of communication) that concern a

television transmission of the indicated type are usually prefemed
to the corresponding instances of rule rl (protecting privacy)

M(x): r2(x) s~ww-than rl(x) +
X is the television transmission of a docutnentmy about
a criminal fact mentioning the authors of that fact

The preference rule p I strengthens argument A2. More

exactly pl permits the construction of a preference argument F’1

for r2(Lebach) stronger_than rl (Lebach). This argument,

together with A2, defeats A 1, and therefore the conclusion of AZ
— the permission of the transmission — becomes justified.

Nevertheless, the judges also affirm that this preference only
exists for the transmissions of actual facts, i.e., that the rule pl

is not applicable to subsequent transmissions:

epl(x): 1 applicable(pl(X)) _ X is subsequent to the fact.

Obviously, the exception epl Prevails over P1.

p2: I+l(X) stronger_than pi(X).

Since in the present case it holds that

f~ lebach_transmission is subsequent to the fact

the exception epl blocks the preference relation P2 from

being applied to the present case, and therefore the conflict
between rl and r2 remains undecided both contradictory legal

qualifications of the Lebach transmission remain merely

plausible.

c. Second comparative evaluation. To reach a justified

conclusion, a second comparative evaluation is needed,

establishing that privacy prevails under the conditions of the

case

P3(X): rl(x) s~onger-than r2(X) +
X is the television transmission of a documentary about

a criminal fact mentioning the authors of that fact A

X is subsequent to the fact A

X causes a new violation of privacy.

Let us add the last fact:

f~ lebach_transmission causes a new violation of privacy.

The preference relation p3, allows to extend A I into a

defeating counterargument against A2, and therefore makes A 1

justifying and its conclusion — the non permissibility of the

transmission of documentary on Lebach — justified. Note that

our formalisation immediately reflects the structure of the

argument of the German Court, in a precise formal framework.

8. CONCLUSION: DEFENSIBLE ARGUMENTS
AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM

The possibility to develop reasonable arguments from

inconsistent premises (as in the model here illustrated) has

considerable implications for the formal analysis of legal

systems.

For our purposes, the legal system — and ita representation in

computable structures, i.e., a legal knowledge baae — can be

considered as a set of normative premises used to justify (to

derive) legal decisions. The conceptual framework here proposed

allows two qualifications of normative systems being

distinguishtxk consistency and determinacy (on determinacy, cf.

also Gordon 1991):

— A legal system Z can be said to be (unconditionally)

consistent iff, in every possible case C6, the set X v C is

logically consistent. We can also say that a rule set 2 is

(unconditionally) consistent iff in no possible case C, Z u C has

merely grounded consequences. Consistency is not a reasonable

objective in the representation of legal knowledge: given the

causes of inconsistency seen in par. 1 above, a consistent

formalisation of legal contents presupposes a drastic

manipulation of the original sources and is unable to model

essential aspects of legal knowledge and legal reasoning, such as

dealing with rules and exceptions.

. A legal system Z instead, can be said to be

(unconditionally) determinate iff, in no possible case C the set

Z u C has merely plausible consequences. Every indeterminate

legal system is also inconsistent, but the converse is not always

true: preference relations, as we have seen in some examples

above, may establish determinacy in inconsistent sets.

Determinacy ia a very important quality for legal systems, or

6 A case Cm & considered, in our framework, as a COIMiStMN set of

factual literafs, i.e., of literafs UM do not contain predicates appearing in the
consequent of legal norms (cf. SsrtOr1992a).

7 fie ~awent of inconsistencies is therefore also a contribution to b

development of isomorphic models of law. On isomorphism in the

representation of Iegal knowledge cf., among the others, Gordon (1988),

Karpf (1991), Bench-Capon and Cocnen (1992).



better is a fundamental ideal for both legislation and legal

argumentation. It would be wrong (mystifying) to interpret

determinacy as an objective quality of every legal system, so

hiding the creative nature of the activities intended to rationalise

the legal system in relation to the ideal of determinacy. To

understand the nature of those activities, two attitudes towmds

the legal system must be distinguished

a. An external (or realistic) point of view, that looks at law

as the set of criteria de fato used by legal decision makers. The

external view is adopted by the “observer” who intends the

describe the normative contexts in which legal decisions take

place, or to anticipate those decisions.

b. An internal (prescriptivistic) point of view that considers

law as the set of criteria that should be used (according to some

normative model of legal reasoning) in legal decision-making.

This view is adopted by the “participant” who intends to take,

justify, or suggest a legal decision.

As far as the (a) aspect is conceme~ an indeterminacy arises

when alternative legal premises (alternative legal ideologies, cf.

A. Ross 1958) are effective in society, or may anyway seem

susceptible of being accepted by legal decision-makers. In such a

situation, certainty of law is compromis~ since the citizen is not

able to anticipate the legal decisions concerning his behaviour.

Legislators, judges, and legal scientisk should try to correct this

situation (issuing new norms, stating new decisions, proposing

new interpretative arguments), but certainly indeterminacy cannot

be eliminated by simply (and falsely) “postulating” determinacy.

As far as the (b) aspect is concerned, instead, an

indeterminacy arises when a person involved in a legal evaluation

(typically a judge, but also a legal scientist) is perplexed about
the premises he should use to justify its decision or about their

ordering. Also this situation can be represented by a knowledge

base including incompatible premises and letting the derivation of

alternative pssible solutions. Nevertheless, if the indeterminacy

is relevant for the case at hand the perplexed legal decision-maker

cannot suspend his judgement nor adopt arbitrarily one of the

possible solutions. This last solution would be against the

universalisability principle (cf. Hare 1962 Alexy 1978, 250ffl,

requiring that equal cases are solved in the same way: different

cases, equal in all relevant aspects, could be treated differently by

choosing alternative solutions.

Therefore, deterrninacy of the internal point of view must be

pursued, by adding new premises or by establishing new

preference relations, until no merely plausible consequences can

be derived, as far as the case at hand is concerned (this aspect is

well represented in the Lebach example above). This does not

mean that there is always a unique right legal solution, but rather

that the legal decision-maker should always try to reach

determinacy by making the best possible argument — in the

framework of the socio-legal-political ideology he endorses, this

ideology being under critical examination.
The external and internal views of the legal system can be

related with two types of knowledge based systems (cf. Sartor

1993, 57 ff.):

a. Systems intended for predicting use, i.e., intended to

anticipate future legal decision, or to suggest argument
susceptible of being accepted by the legal decision makers.

b, Systems intended for a decisional use, i.e., intended to

adopt, or suggest the right legal decision accordingly to the

normative ideology of their responsible (this is the case for
systems used in administrative &cisions).

The reasoning model above described can be used to develop

both ty~s of systems:

a. In a predicting system indeterminate knowledge bases

model disagreement. Justified consequences derived from such

a knowledge base indicate conclusions that will probably be

adopted (or accepted) by all the decision-makers whose opinions

are faithfully represented in the knowledge base, while merely

plausible consequences will be adopted (or accepted) only by

some of those decision-makers (they represent alternative

possible outcomes and strategies).

b. In a decisional system indeterminate knowledge bases

model perplexity. Justified consequences derived from such a

knowledge base indicate conclusions upon which the systems

responsible should have no doubt (according to his own legal

ideology), while merely plausible consequences point to open

problems, in which a choice is required between equally justified

alternatives. In these last cases the system responsible should

extend the knowledge base or decide according to non formalised

criteria.

To reach more sophisticate performances, models such as the

one here described could be supplemented with tools for

suggesting new premises, modifying the old ones, helping in the

assessment of preference relations, etc. Nevertheless all those

aspects (whose computational handling raises many difficult or

unsolved problems) can be treated quite independently from the

subject here considered, only concerning the derivation of the

consequences of the available premises.

Let us conclude with a short remark concerning the

understanding of permissive norms that becomes possible once

that inconsistency is accepted in legal systems. In legal theory

there is still a lively discussion concerning the role of permissive

norms: (a) are permissions simply the negation of prohibitions

(as in standard deontic logic, where permitted means not

forbidden Pp = y O~p), and in this case (b) what new content

can a permissive norm bring into a consistent legal system? In

fact, if p is not forbidden in the system (it holds already that

-10-Ip), then the permissive norm Pp does not say anything

new; while is p is forbidden (it holds already that O1p), than Pp

creates an inconsistency, so violating the postulate of

consistency. Some authors have also affirmed that permissions

simply abrogate (eliminate from the system) pre-existing

forbidding norms, so avoiding inconsistency. Nevertheless,
according to this last opinion Pp would become redundant

immediately after eliminating O-p, and would have no further

effect on the dynamics of the legal system.

Our approach allows us to give a positive answer to both

questions above: permissive norms are simply the negation of

obligations, and they contribute positively to the content of the

legal system. The positive contribution of permissive norms

consists in the fact that they contradict forbidding norms, and so
prevent the application of the latter (if those norms are inferior to

the permissions). For example, constitutional permissions (the

so called liberty rights) block subsequent (but inferior)

forbidding norms established by legislation. The contradicting
role of ~rmissions also explains the relevance of the distinction

between weak and strong permission (Alchourr6n 1969): a
behaviour p is weakly permitted, in a certain normative system

11, if O+ is not deducible from II; p is strongly permitted, in a

normative system II, if Pp is deducible from H. Strong

permission has a different relevance from weak permission since

it presupposes a permissive norm, that may block the application

of existing, or future, forbidding norms.

o ()
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